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Topical Research Meeting on Hybrid Quantum Systems    

 

Welcome 

 
On behalf of the Institute of Physics, we welcome you to this Topical Research Meeting on Hybrid Quantum Systems. 

This meeting is particularly timely in view of the recent investment of £270m in the UK National Quantum 

Technologies Programme, which aims to translate quantum physics into new technologies (further information at 

http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/research/ourportfolio/themes/quantumtech/).  

 

We are grateful to our invited speakers for agreeing to present their research at this meeting. All are international 

and several have travelled across the globe to be here. The response to our call for abstracts has been very positive 

– we received 57 high-quality abstracts, so we expect not only a series of excellent talks but also lively poster 

sessions. The Organisers and Council of the Institute of Physics have, rightly, emphasised the importance of 

questions and discussions at this type of meeting. We particularly encourage questions from younger members of 

the audience and from our colleagues from industry. 

 

We would like to thank the sponsors of the meeting, who are: the EPSRC Quantum Technology Hubs, the European 

Physical Society (EPS), Midlands Ultracold Atom Research Centre and UCL Quantum Science and Technology 

Institute. 

 

We also would like to thank the following companies, who, via their exhibition and catalogues, contribute towards 

the costs of the meeting – the supporting companies are: 

 

 ColdQuanta 

 European Physical Journal (EPJ)  /  EPJ Quantum Technology 

 IOP Publishing 

 Lambda Photometrics 

 Newport Spectra-Physics 

 Toptica Photonics  

 

Signed by Mark Fromhold (University of Nottingham), Ed Hinds (Imperial College London), Silvia Bergamini (The 

Open University), Daniel Browne (University College London), Barry Garraway (University of Sussex), Claire Garland 

(IOP), Joanne Hemstock (IOP), Vivien Kendon (Durham University), John Rarity (University of Bristol), Shashank 

Virmani (Brunel University London), Kevin Weatherill (Durham University), Nicola Wilkin (University of Birmingham) 

 

(Organising Committee)   
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Programme 

 

 

Tuesday 16 December 
  

16:00  Registration (early arrivals) 

 

18:00  Drinks reception 

 

19:00  Dinner 

 

 

Wednesday 17 December 
 

08:00  Registration 

 
09:15  Welcome 

 
Chair: K Weatherill, University of Durham, UK 
 

09:20  (invited) Strong coupling of emitters and surface lattice resonances in nanoplasmonics 

P Törmä, Aalto University, Finland 

  

10:00  Sympathetic cooling of a membrane oscillator in a hybrid mechanical-atomic system  

T Kampschulte, University of Basel, Switzerland 

  

10:20  A hybrid system based on optical nanofibres for probing and trapping atoms  

S Nic Chormaic, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

 
10:40   Refreshments, exhibition and posters 

 
Chair: B Garraway, University of Sussex, UK  
 

11:20   (invited) Challenges and strategies for hybrid quantum systems 

K Mølmer, Aarhus University, Denmark 

  

12:00 The merge of superconducting qubits with topological superconductors: microwave transitions as a 

signature of coherent parity mixing effects  

E Ginossar, University of Surrey, UK  

  

12:20  Demonstration of a LOQC CNOT gate with photons from an atom-cavity system  

A Holleczek, University of Oxford, UK  

  

12:40  Organic dye molecule photon sources coupled to waveguides and cavities  

A Clark, Imperial College London, UK  

  
13:00  Lunch, exhibition and posters 
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Chair: V Kendon, University of Durham, UK 
 

14:00  (invited) Interferometric probes of quantum many-body systems of ultracold atoms 

E Demler, Harvard University, USA 

  

14:40  Coupling of a locally implanted rare-earth ion ensemble to a superconducting micro-resonator  

I Wisby, National Physical Laboratory / Royal Holloway, University of London, UK 

  

15:00  Experimental proposal for quantum hybrid system with trapped ions and superconducting qubits  

M Rehak, Comenius University, Slovakia   

 

15:20  (invited) Hybrid optmechanics with cold atoms 

H Rubinsztein-Dunlop, The University of Queensland, Australia 

  
16:00  Refreshments, exhibition and posters 

  
Chair: N Wilkin, University of Birmingham, UK 
 

16:40  (invited) Quantum computing in silicon with donor electron spins 

M Y Simmons, University of New South Wales, Australia  

  

17:20  Non-local susceptibility and light generation in strongly interacting Rydberg atoms with EIT  

D Viscor Pagès, University of Nottingham, UK 

  

17:40  Coherent manipulation of cold Rydberg atoms near the surface of an atom chip  

J Martin, University of Waterloo, Canada 

  

18:00  Manipulating gas-phase Rydberg atoms above solid-state circuits  

S Hogan, University College London, UK  

  

18:20 (invited) Quantum networks based on diamond spins: from quantum teleportation to a loophole-

free Bell test 

R Hanson, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands 

 
19:00  Break 

  

19:30  Drinks and exhibition 

  

20:00  Dinner 
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Thursday 18 December 
  

08:30  Registration 

 
Chair: P Kruger, University of Nottingham, UK 
 

09:00  (invited) Hybridization: Good + Good = Bad or Bad + Bad = Good? 

B Munro, NTT BRL, Japan 

  

09:40  Fault tolerant network architectures for hybrid matter-light computing  

Y Li, University of Oxford, UK 

  

10:00  Novel dressed potentials for ultracold atoms: ring-traps and self-trapping lattices 

G Sinuco, University of Sussex, UK 

  

10:20  Decay of dark solitary like wave phenomena in a disk shaped Bose-Einstein Condensate 

N Meyer, University of Birmingham, UK 

 
10:40  Refreshments, exhibition and posters  

 
Quantum Technologies Session 

Chair: M Gunn, University of Birmingham, UK 

 

11:00   An industry perspective on quantum technology 

L Hyde, BAE Systems ATC, UK 
  

11:20  Quantum sensing and metrology 

K Bongs, University of Birmingham, UK 
 

11:40  Quantum sensing/imaging 

A Datta, University of Oxford, UK 
 

12:00  Quantum computing/simulation 

D Lucas, University of Oxford, UK 
 

12:20  Quantum communications 

M Thompson, University of Bristol, UK 
 

12:40  Stimulating the commercialisation of quantum technologies in the UK 

R Murray, Innovate UK, UK 

  
13:00  Lunch, exhibition and posters 
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Chair: M Fromhold, University of Nottingham, UK 
 

14:00  (invited) Explorations in adiabatic quantum optimisation 

J Wabnig, Nokia Research Center, UK 

  

14:40  ColdQuanta's portable ultracold matter system 

R Kunz, ColdQuanta, USA 

 

15:00  Trapped electrons in microwave quantum circuits  

J L Verdu Galiana, University of Sussex, UK 

  

15:20  Refreshments and close 

 

 

Poster programme 
 

P.01 Spin state quantum teleportation through a spin-orbit hybrid entangled channel  

F Rojas, CNYN-UNAM, Mexico 

  

P.02 Quantum information processing in quantum memories  

A Datta, University of Oxford, UK 

  

P.03 Entanglement distribution over large distances with multiphoton states  

J Z Bernad, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany 

  

P.04 Holographic generation of optical traps for ultracold atoms  

D Cassettari, University of St Andrews, UK 

  

P.05 A solid-state spin-wave quantum memory for time-bin qubits  

M Gündoğan, ICFO - The Institute of Photonic Sciences, Spain 

  

P.06 Benchmarks and resources for hybrid quantum communication  

G Adesso, University of Nottingham, UK 

  

P.07 A quantum frequency converter for long-distance quantum networks  

C M Natarajan, University of Glasgow, UK 

  

P.08 Strategies for quantum integrated light-matter interface  

J Nute, University of Nottingham, UK 

  

P.09 Atom microtraps using near field diffraction from geometric apertures  

K P Subramonian Rajasree, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

 

P.10 Hybrid systems of ions and electric-dipolar condensates  

A Benseny, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

  

P.11 Fluorescent excitation of nanofiber higher order modes  

T Nieddu, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 
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P.12 Autler-Townes splitting in cold Rb atoms at ultra-low power using an optical nanofibre  

R Kumar, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

  

P.13 Robust quantum metrology  

P Knott, University of Leeds, UK  

 

P.14 Interactions of quantum dots with light in photonic crystal waveguides  

B Lang, University of Bristol, UK 

 

P.15 Novel dressed potentials for ultracold atoms: ring-traps and self-trapping lattices 

G Sinuco, University of Sussex, UK 

  

P.16 Observation of localized multi-spatial-mode quadrature squeezing in four-wave mixing  

P Petrov, University of Birmingham, UK 

 

P.17 Dual-channel optical nonreciprocity of cold atomic lattices in move  

C-L Cui, Jilin University, China 

  

P.18 Analysis of a LOQC CNOT gate with photons from an atom-cavity system  

O Barter, University of Oxford, UK 

  

P.19 Transmission-line decelerators for atoms in high Rydberg states  

P Lancuba, University College London, UK 

  

P.20 Minimal ancilla mediated quantum computation  

T Proctor, University of Leeds, UK 

 

P.21 Towards hybrid cavity QED experiments with circular Rydberg atoms 

V Zhelyazkova, University College London, UK 

  

P.22 Generalised un-entanglement in many body systems  

S Virmani, Brunel University London, UK 

  

P.23 Levitated optomechanics with a hybrid electro-optical trap  

P Barker, University College London, UK 

  

P.24 Towards cavity enhanced light-matter interaction in silicon for optical readout of spin qubits  

S Nur, University College London, UK  

  

P.25 A theoretical description of hybrid Rydberg-atom-cavity systems  

R Jirschik, University College London, UK 

  

P.26 Saturation nonlinearities of cavity-QED enhanced optical circular birefringence induced by a single quantum 

dot spin  

C Hu, University of Bristol, UK 

  

P.27 Vibrationally enhanced quantum transport  

C Myers, The University of Queensland, Australia 
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P.28 Scattering light through optical cavities and cavity-fibre networks  

A Beige, University of Leeds, UK 

  

P.29 Interfacing ultra-cold atoms and superconductors  

H Hattermann, Universität Tübingen, Germany 

 

P.30 Towards microwave entanglement generation for quantum simulation and computing  

J Randall, University of Sussex, UK 

 
P.31 Microfabricated ion traps for quantum information and simulation   
J Randall, University of Sussex, UK  

 
P.32 Cryogenic ion trapping and technology development for quantum simulation, computing and hybrid systems   
J Randall, University of Sussex, UK  

 
P.33 Interfacing superconducting qubits and single optical photons   
S Blum, Saarland University, Germany   
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Oral abstracts 

 

Wednesday 17 December 

 

(invited) Strong coupling of emitters and surface lattice resonances in nanoplasmonics 

P Törmä 

Aalto University, Finland 

We show strong coupling involving three different types of resonances in plasmonic nanoarrays: surface lattice 

resonances (SLRs), localized surface plasmon resonances on single nanoparticles, and excitations of organic dye 

molecules [1]. The measured transmission spectra show splittings that depend on the molecule concentration. The 

results are analyzed using finite-difference time-domain simulations, a coupled-dipole approximation, coupled-

modes models, and Fano theory. The delocalized nature of the collective SLR modes suggests that, in the strong 

coupling regime, molecules near distant nanoparticles are coherently coupled. 

We study spatial coherence properties of a plasmonic nanoarray covered with a fluorescent organic molecule film 

by a double slit experiment [2]. The evolution of spatial coherence of this composite structure from the weak to the 

strong coupling regime is investigated by systematically varying the coupling strength between the localized 

molecular excitons and the collective, delocalized SLRs. We demonstrate the control of the exciton-SLR hybrid mode 

dispersion, spatial coherence length and the relative weights of the components in the hybrid, with high precision. A 

continuous evolution of coherence from the weak to the strong coupling regime is observed, with the strong coupling 

features clearly visible in the interference fringes. High degree of spatial coherence is maintained in the strong 

coupling regime, even when the mode is very exciton-like (80 %). This is in stark contrast to pure localized excitons 

which do not display long range coherence. We also present our new results on the theory of light-matter 

interactions in plasmonic nanoarrays [3]. 

Finally, we briefly present the main topics of a new review article [4] on strong coupling phenomena in plasmonics. 

The review includes, for instance, a comparison of the classical, semiclassical and quantum theories of many-

emitter surface plasmon coupling, and discussion on how these relate to the experiments performed so far in the 

field.  

[1]  A. I. Väkeväinen, R. J. Moerland, H. T. Rekola, A.-P. Eskelinen, J.-P. Martikainen, D.-H. Kim, and P. Törmä, 

Plasmonic surface lattice resonances at the strong coupling regime, Nano Letters 14, 1721 (2014) 

[2]  L. Shi, T. K. Hakala, H. T. Rekola, J.-P. Martikainen, R. J. Moerland, and P. Törmä, Spatial coherence 

properties of organic molecules coupled to plasmonic surface lattice resonances in the weak and strong 

coupling regime, Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 153002 (2014) 

[3]  J.-P. Martikainen, M.O.J. Heikkinen, and P. Törmä, in press (2014) 

[4]  P. Törmä and W. L. Barnes, Strong coupling between surface plasmon polaritons and emitters: a review, 

invited review article Rep. Prog. Phys., in press (2014) 
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Sympathetic cooling of a membrane oscillator in a hybrid mechanical-atomic system 

T Kampschulte, A Jöckel, A Faber, L Beguin, M Korppi, M T Rakher and P Treutlein 

University of Basel, Sweden 

Sympathetic cooling with ultracold atoms and atomic ions enables ultralow temperatures in systems where direct 

laser or evaporative cooling is not possible. It has so far been limited to the cooling of other microscopic particles, 

with masses up to 90 times larger than that of the coolant atom. Here we use ultracold atoms to sympathetically 

cool the vibrations of a Si3N4 membrane, a microfabricated structure which is currently used in many optomechanics 

experiments [1] and whose mass exceeds that of the atomic ensemble by a factor of 1010. The atoms and the 

membrane vibrations are coupled via laser light over a macroscopic distance [2]. An optical cavity around the 

membrane enhances the interactions [3], allowing us to efficiently cool the membrane vibrations from room 

temperature to 650±230 mK [4]. The observed cooling shows that our hybrid optomechanical system [5] operates 

at a large atom-membrane cooperativity [6]. Our scheme could provide ground-state cooling and quantum control 

of low-frequency oscillators such as levitated nanoparticles[7], in a regime where purely optomechanical 

techniques cannot reach the ground state [3,6]. 

[1]  M. Aspelmeyer, P. Meystre and K. Schwab, Phys. Today 65, 29 (2012) 

[2]  S. Camerer, M. Korppi, A. Jöckel, D. Hunger, T. W. Hänsch and P. Treutlein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 223001 

(2011) 

[3]  B. Vogell, K. Stannigel, P. Zoller, K. Hammerer, M. T. Rakher, M. Korppi, A. Jöckel and P. Treutlein, Phys. 

Rev. A 87, 023816 (2013) 

[4]  A. Jöckel, A. Faber, T. Kampschulte, M. Korppi, M. T. Rakher and P. Treutlein, arXiv 1407.6820 (2014) 

[5]  P. Treutlein, C. Genes, K. Hammerer, M. Poggio and P. Rabl, in Cavity-Optomechanics, 327–351. Springer-

Verlag, Berlin (2014) 

[6]  J. S. Bennett, L. S. Madsen, M. Baker, H. Rubinsztein-Dunlop and W. P. Bowen, New J. Phys. 16, 083036 

(2014) 

[7]  J. Millen, T. Deesuwan, P. Barker and J. Anders, Nature Nanotech. 9, 425–429 (2014) 

 

A hybrid system based on optical nanofibres for probing and trapping atoms 

S Nic Chormaic, R Kumar, V Gokhroo and K Deasy 

Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

Optical nanofibres, with waist diameters close to the wavelength of the guided light, have unique properties due to 

the strong evanescent field that extends from the fibre waist. This field can have very high intensities for very low 

guided light powers over the length of the nanofibre, thereby providing a relatively easy method for extending the 

interaction length between a tightly focussed light beam and atoms well beyond the Rayleigh range. These 

properties lead to nanofibres integrated into cold atom setups being  ideal for creating atom and photon hybrid 

quantum systems. The nanofibre can be used to generate multiple atom trapping sites, quantum information can be 

stored and processed in the trapped atoms, and photons guided by the nanofibre can transmit this quantum 

information.    

In our work, we have studied a number of "atom and nanofibre" systems to explore their versatility in experiments 

ranging from a demonstration of nonlinear optics effects at very low powers to novel atom trapping schemes. We 

have shown frequency upconversion via two-photon absorption in a laser-cooled 87Rb cloud and, from this, we have 

measured the Autler-Townes splitting for the 780 nm transition for 87Rb. In addition, we have engineered the optical 

nanofibres so that they can support fundamental and higher order modes, thereby extending even further the 

evanescent field tail from the fibre surface and opening up many new atom trapping schemes. Here, we will 

introduce the properties of optical nanofibres, present recent progress on our “atom and nanofibre” experiments 

and discuss the system’s potential for the development of hybrid quantum systems.            
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(invited) Challenges and strategies for hybrid quantum systems 

K Mølmer 

Aarhus University, Denmark 

The basic challenge for a range of quantum enabled technologies is to identify physical systems that can be 

controlled by external interactions, that can maintain their quantum coherence for long times, that scale to 

potentially include many components, and that allow transfer (for some purposes) of quantum states 

over  intermediate or long distances. Typically, no single quantum system meets all these requirements, and hence 

the concept of hybrid quantum system technologies has emerged, where the different tasks are shared among 

different physical components that are individually optimized for the different functions. The interfacing of physical 

systems with very different spatial, temporal and energetic properties presents a big challenge in itself. In this talk I 

shall review the key ideas behind some recent theoretical proposals and experiments which have already provided 

demonstration of hybrid quantum systems. 

 

The merge of superconducting qubits with topological superconductors: microwave transitions as a signature of 

coherent parity mixing effects 

E Ginossar1 and E Grosfeld2 

1University of Surrey, UK, 2Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel 

In this talk we will discuss the light-matter effects that could arise if Majorana fermions are added to a 

superconducting charge qubit [1]. Coupling Majorana fermion excitations to coherent external fields is an important 

stepping stone towards their manipulation and detection. We argue that such a device could contribute to the 

spectroscopic detection of topological-superconductor Majorana excitations. We analyse the charge and transmon 

regimes of a topological nano-wire embedded within a Cooper-Pair-Box, where the superconducting phase 

difference is coupled to the zero energy parity states that arise from Majorana quasi-particles. We show that at 

special gate bias points, the microwave photon-qubit coupling can be switched off via quantum interference, and in 

other points it is exponentially dependent on the control parameter EJ/EC. We propose that this type of device could 

perform as a high coherence four-level system in the superconducting circuits architecture with tunability of the 

coupling to photons, a coveted property which is difficult to achieve with regular devices. 

[1] Nature Comm. 5:4772 (9/2014) 
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Demonstration of a LOQC CNOT gate with photons from an atom-cavity system 

A Holleczek1, K Poulios2, O Barter1, A Rubenok2, J Dilley3, P Nisbet-Jones4, G Langfahl-Klabes1, A Politi5, J L O'Brien2, 

A Kuhn1 and J C F Matthews2 

1University of Oxford, UK, 2University of Bristol, UK, 3 Sentec Ltd, UK, 4National Physical Laboratory, UK, 5University 

of Southampton, UK 

Twelve years ago, atom-cavity systems were proposed [1] as an ideal source for operating optical quantum 

technology based on quantum interference of photons and post-selection to induce nonlinear controlled operations. 

Today, we are able of demonstrating for the first time that the type of source mentioned above can be operated 

jointly with a linear optics quantum computing (LOQC) integrated network [2] - to leverage each technology’s 

individual advantage to achieve the common goal of effectively doing quantum information processing. 

The single photon source [3] is able of the on-demand delivery of quantum bits of information with a repetition rate 

of 1MHz. Due to the photons’ inherent coherence time of about 500ns and our ability to shape the amplitude and 

phase profile we time-bin encode information within one photon. To do so, the spatio-temporal envelope is 

subdivided into d time bins which allows for the delivery of arbitrary qu-d-its. 

The CNOT gate is demonstrated to operate with high fidelity with single photons as well as with time-bin encoded 

qubits [in preparation]. This will pave the way to scalability in hybrid atom-photon quantum networks. 

[1] A. Kuhn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 067901 (2002) 

[2] A. Politi, Science 320, 646 (2008) 

[3] P. Nisbet-Jones, New J. Phys. 15, 053007 (2013) 

 

Organic dye molecule photon sources coupled to waveguides and cavities 

A Clark, K Major, S Grandi, C Polisseni, J Hwang and E Hinds 

Imperial College London, UK 

Embedding the dye molecule dibenzoterrylene (DBT) in an organic crystal such as anthracene creates a stable two-

level system for photon generation.  Excellent emission characteristics can be obtained including lifetime limited 

linewidths of 30 MHz, a unity quantum yield, a 35% branching ratio to the zero phonon line, minimal photo-

bleaching and an emission wavelength well matched to rubidium at 785 nm. I will present recent work in coupling 

DBT emission to fibre microcavities and nanophotonic waveguides. Fibre microcavities are fabricated using a fibre 

array coated with a distributed Bragg reflector as one cavity mirror and an array of spherical mirrors etched in silicon 

and coated with metal as the other mirror. A crystal of anthracene and DBT is grown by sublimation and placed in 

the cavity. The cavity is aligned with piezoelectric actuators while the system is cooled to 1.5 K to confirm that the 

emission is coupled to the cavity and the fibre. The enhanced coupling of DBT emission to silicon nitride tapered 

waveguides requires sub-wavelength thin film growth of anthracene. I will present our recently developed method of 

molecular beam deposition to achieve films as thin as 50 nm and will present work towards coupling DBT emission 

to waveguides. 
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(invited) Interferometric probes of quantum many-body systems of ultracold atoms 

E Demler 

Harvard University, USA 

I will review recent applications of interferometric techniques for probing many-body quantum systems of ultracold 

atoms. Examples include demonstration of prethermalization in split 1d condensates and measurements of 

topological properties of Bloch bands in optical lattices. I will also discuss theoretical proposals for interferometric 

detection of many-body localized states. 

 

Coupling of a locally implanted rare-earth ion ensemble to a superconducting micro-resonator  

I Wisby1,4, S de Graaf2, R Gwilliam3, A Adamyan2, S Kubatkin2, P Meeson4, A Tzalenchuk1,4 and T Lindstrom1 

1National Physical Laboratory, UK, 2Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, 3University of Surrey, UK, 4Royal 

Holloway, University of London, UK  

Systems exhibiting coherent coupling between spin ensembles and superconducting quantum circuits are currently 

under much investigation. The interest is motivated by applications in quantum information processing, e.g. 

memories and microwave–to-optical quantum transducers.  Crystals doped with rare-earth ions are particularly 

suitable for this task since they have spin transitions accessibility in both the microwave and optical regime, as well 

as long spin coherence times.  

We demonstrate successful integration of a local Gd3+ spin ensemble with a superconducting micro-resonator. The 

hybrid device is fabricated by a controlled ion implantation process which uses a hard SiN mask to define a micron-

sized area implanted with a Gd3+ spin ensemble within an Al203 substrate. The ensemble couples to a 

superconducting NbN lumped element microwave resonator which is aligned and fabricated atop. 

The technique is found not to degrade the internal quality factor of the resonators which remains above 105. Using 

microwave absorption spectroscopy, we observe electron-spin resonances corresponding to a collective coupling of 

the order of 3 MHz and linewidths of 50 MHz, in good agreement with numerical modelling. 

[1] I. Wisby, S. E. de Graaf, R. Gwilliam, A. Adamyan, S. E. Kubatkin, P. J. Meeson, A. Ya. Tzalenchuk and T. 

Lindström.  App. Phys. Lett, 105,102601 (2014) 

 

Experimental proposal for quantum hybrid system with trapped ions and superconducting qubits 

M Rehak1, D De Motte2, G Giri2, A Grounds2, P Neilinger1, U Hübner3, E Iľichev3, M Grajcar1 and W Hensinger2 

1Comenius University, Slovakia, 2University of Sussex, UK, 3Institute of Photonic Technology, Germany 

Quantum bit (qubit) can be realized by various physical systems such as ions, neutral atoms, superconducting 

circuits, quantum dots and nitrogen vacancy centres. Some systems possess natural advantages over others in 

some aspects. For example, trapped ions are well decoupled from the environment and exhibit longer decoherence 

times whereas superconducting qubits have much shorter decoherence times but provide much faster logic gates. A 

quantum hybrid system based on both kinds of qubits would exploit the advantages from both systems, however, its 

construction has several challenges despite having some similar requirements for both systems. We propose a 

feasible method for the experimental realization of such quantum hybrid system. The scheme addresses existing 

difficulties in combining the experimental infrastructure of an ion trapping setup into a dilution refrigerator with 

superconducting qubits, and describes solutions that can be immediately implemented using current technology. In 

addition, we demonstrate a high quality factor microwave resonator fabricated using Niobium (Nb) thin film on 
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Sapphire substrate with a surrounding electrode architecture capable of trapping ions. The chip holds the promise to 

couple trapped ions and superconducting qubits via an on chip resonator. Coupling scheme is discussed. 

 

(invited) Hybrid optmechanics with cold atoms 

J Bennett, L Madsen, M Baker, W Bowen and H Rubinsztein-Dunlop 

The University of Queensland, Australia 

Hybrid atom–optomechanical devices offer the possibility to combine the controllability of cold atoms with the 

possibilities of ‘macroscopic’ quantum mechanics when using mechanical resonators.  In general, hybrid systems 

are a promising platform for the development of practical quantum technologies. 

We will primarily be concerned with remotely-coupled hybrid systems in which the atoms and the mechanical 

oscillator are (or may be, in principle) separated by large distances (~1 m). They do not require close integration of 

ultra-high vacuum conditions (necessary for long atom trapping lifetimes), cryogenic temperatures (to minimise 

thermal motion of the mechanical element) and high-finesse optical cavities (to enhance the otherwise weak 

optomechanical interaction) into the same physical volume, making them experimentally desirable. We construct, 

analyse and model the behaviour of a hybrid atom–optomechanical device which uses light to interface a cloud of 

cold atoms with a mechanical resonator. The atoms are used to both cool and control the oscillator. We model 

cooling of the oscillator, show coherent coupling of the atoms and mechanics and investigate non-classicality of the 

atom–mechanics system (e.g. entanglement) 

 

(invited) Quantum computing in silicon with donor electron spins 

M Y Simmons  

University of New South Wales, Australia 

Extremely long electron and nuclear spin coherence times have recently been demonstrated in isotopically pure 28Si 

[1-3] making silicon one of the most promising semiconductor materials for spin based quantum information. The 

two level spin state of single electrons bound to shallow phosphorus donors in silicon in particular provide well 

defined, reproducible qubits [4] and represent a promising system for a scalable quantum computer in silicon. An 

important challenge in these systems is the realisation of an architecture, where we can position donors with ~20-

50nm separation, individually address each donor, manipulate the electron spins using ESR techniques and read-

out their spin states.  

We have developed a unique fabrication strategy for a scalable quantum computer in silicon using scanning 

tunneling microscope hydrogen lithography to precisely position individual P donors in a Si crystal [5] aligned with 

nanoscale precision to local control gates [6] necessary to initialize, manipulate, and read-out the spin states [7]. 

During this talk I will focus on demonstrating electronic transport characteristics and single-shot spin read-out of 

precisely-positioned P donors in Si. Additionally I will report on our recent progress in performing a two qubit gate 

[8] and the challenges of scaling up to practical architectures.  

[1]  M. Steger et al., Science 336, 1280 (2012) 

[2]  A.M. Tyryshkin et al., Nature Materials 11, 143 (2012) 

[3]  K. Saeedi et al., Science 342, 130 (2013) 

[4]  B.E. Kane, Nature 393, 133 (1998) 

[5]  M. Fuechsle et al., Nature Nanotechnology 7, 242 (2012) 

[6]  B. Weber et al., Science 335, 6064 (2012) 

[7]  H. Buch et al., Nature Communications 4, 2017 (2011) 

[8]  B. Weber et al., Nature Nanotechnology 9, 430 (2014)  
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Non-local susceptibility and light generation in strongly interacting Rydberg atoms with EIT 

D Viscor Pagès1, W Li1, S Hofferberth2 and I Lesanovsky1 

1University of Nottingham, UK, 2University of Stuttgart, Germany 

We theoretically investigate light propagation and electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in a strongly 

interacting 1D gas of highly excited atoms with two relevant Rydberg states that are coupled through exchange 

interaction. We focus on the case in which the gas is initially prepared in a many-body state that contains a single 

Rydberg excitation and provide a detailed analysis of the absorptive and dispersive properties of such medium. 

As one would anticipate the presence of a Rydberg excitation can render the medium, otherwise transparent, 

opaque for a weak probe field. More interesting, however, is the case in which the medium is prepared in an 

entangled state. This, in conjunction with the exchange interaction gives rise to a drastic change of the 

susceptibility, leading to several interesting effects such as the non-linear dependence of the optical depth with the 

medium length, the modulation of the probe transmission as a function of the phase-matching condition, and non-

local generation of probe light. 

This highlights a new aspect for the application of Rydberg gases in non-local optics and the application of EIT in the 

study of coherent processes in strongly interacting atomic gases. 

 

Coherent manipulation of cold Rydberg atoms near the surface of an atom chip 

J Martin, J Carter, L Jones and O Cherry 

University of Waterloo, Canada 

The high sensitivity of Rydberg atoms to electric fields enables them to interact strongly with other atoms and/or 

macroscopic resonators. However this high sensitivity is also problematic: inhomogeneous or fluctuating low-

frequency electric fields - such as near surfaces - can wreak havoc with Rydberg atom resonance frequencies, 

limiting their usefulness.  We have measured both the static [1] and time-varying [2] electric fields near the 

heterogeneous metal-dielectric surface of an atom chip using cold Rydberg atoms and observed large electric 

fields.  These fields could cause significant problems for proposed hybrid systems based on Rydberg atoms. 

However, we have recently demonstrated [3] a work-around using non-resonant microwave dressing fields that 

retains Rydberg atom sensitivity to high-frequency oscillating electric fields - in a frequency range where there is 

less noise - while eliminating response to low-frequency and dc fields. 

[1] J. D. Carter, O. Cherry, and J. D. D. Martin, Phys. Rev. A, v. 86, 053401 (2012) 

[2]  J. D. Carter and J. D. D. Martin, Phys. Rev. A, v. 88, 043429 (2013) 

[3]  L. A. Jones, J. D. Carter, J. D. D. Martin, Phys. Rev. A, v. 87, 023423 (2013) 
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Manipulating gas-phase Rydberg atoms above solid-state circuits 

S Hogan, P Lancuba and V Zhelyazkova 

University College London, UK 

A new set of chip-based methods has recently been developed to control and manipulate the translational motion 

and internal quantum states of gas-phase Rydberg atoms and molecules. This work is directed toward hybrid 

approaches to quantum information processing in which it is foreseen to exploit Rydberg atoms as long-coherence-

time quantum memories, coupled to superconducting microwave circuits.  Following the demonstration of coherent 

coupling of beams of helium Rydberg atoms to microwave fields propagating in solid-state co-planar transmission 

lines [1], we now demonstrate new techniques in which we exploit the very large electric dipole moments 

associated with high Rydberg states to efficiently guide [2], accelerate and decelerate these samples in vacuum 

above the transmission lines. The results of these experiments will be presented. 

[1]  S. D. Hogan, J. A. Anger, F. Merkt, T. Thiele, S. Filipp and A. Wallraff, Phys. Rev. Lett., 108, 063004 (2012) 

[2]  P. Lancuba and S. D. Hogan, Phys. Rev. A, 88, 043427 (2013) 

 

(invited) Quantum networks based on diamond spins: from quantum teleportation to a loophole-free Bell test 

R Hanson 

Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands 

The realization of a highly connected network of qubit registers is a central challenge for quantum information 

processing and long-distance quantum communication. Diamond spins associated with NV centers are promising 

building blocks for such a network as they combine a coherent optical interface (similar to that of trapped atomic 

qubits) [1] with a local register of robust and well-controlled nuclear spin qubits [2]. At the same time, the excellent 

control of NV centers allows for testing and demonstrating fundamental concepts in physics such as qubit steering 

by adaptive partial measurements [3]. 

Here we present our latest progress towards scalable quantum networks. We have recently realized unconditional 

teleportation between long-lived qubits residing in independent setups [4]. The teleportation exploits entanglement 

between distant NV electronic spins that is generated through spin-photon entanglement and subsequent photon 

detection. By encoding the source state in a separate qubit (a single nuclear spin) we realize a Bell state 

measurement that distinguishes between all four outcomes in a single shot. 

Analysis of the teleportation experiment shows that the obtained fidelities are in principle high enough for a 

loophole-free violation of Bell’s inequalities. Such a loophole-free Bell test is aggressively pursued around the world 

with several teams closing in on the final experiment. This Bell test is important both for its fundamental 

implications and because it will serve as a first demonstration of device-independent quantum key distribution. 

Latest results towards this goal will be presented. 

[1]  H. Bernien et al., Nature 497, 86 (2013) 

[2]  T. H. Taminiau et al., Nature Nanotechnology 9, 171 (2014) 

[3]  M. S. Blok et al., Nature Physics 10, 189 (2014) 

[4]  W. Pfaff et al., Science 345, 532 (2014) 
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(invited) Hybridization: Good + Good = Bad or Bad + Bad = Good? 

B Munro 

NTT BRL, Japan 

The hybridization of quantum systems has opened new avenues to exploit the best properties of these individual 

systems. We illustrate such an approach by reporting evidence of coherent strong coupling between a single 

macroscopic superconducting flux qubit and an ensemble of electron spins in the form of nitrogen–vacancy color 

centres in diamond. We show how information can be transferred from the flux qubit to the memory, stored, and 

subsequently retrieved. Further we also report evidence of a collective dark state in the ensemble, which is 

coherently driven by the superposition of clockwise and counter-clockwise macroscopic persistent supercurrents 

flowing in the flux qubit. The collective dark state is a unique physical system and could provide a long-lived 

quantum memory. Lastly we propose a counter-intuitive use of a hybrid system where the coherence time of a 

quantum system can be significantly improved via a coupling with a system of a shorter coherence time. 

 

Fault tolerant network architectures for hybrid matter-light computing 

S Benjamin and Y Li 

University of Oxford, UK 

Exquisite quantum control has now been achieved in various small scale systems including ion traps, nitrogen-

vacancy centres and superconducting qubit clusters. If such systems can be networked together then they become 

universal cells or building blocks with diverse technological uses from communication to large-scale computing. A 

natural means to achieve the entanglement-sharing links is via photons, whether optical or microwave, and indeed 

experimental results in the last year show that this is possible - but with relatively low fidelity and slow rates (due to 

photon loss). This talk will describe detailed architectures and protocols which together allow loss-tolerant 

entanglement purification so efficient as to make quantum computing feasible even with the noisy and lossy links 

that are realistic today. For example: With a only modestly complex cell design, and using a surface code protocol 

with a network noise threshold of 13.3%, we find that interlinks which attempt entanglement at a rate of 2MHz but 

suffer 98% photon loss can result in kilohertz computer clock speeds (i.e. rate of high fidelity stabilizer 

measurements). Improved links would dramatically increase the clock speed. Our simulations employed local gates 

of a fidelity already achieved in ion trap devices. 

This talk is based on the work in Nature Communications 4, 1756 and in arXiv:1406.0880, together with very recent 

unpublished results. 
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Novel dressed potentials for ultracold atoms: ring-traps and self-trapping lattices 

G Sinuco1, K A Burrows1, A S Arnold2 and B M Garraway1 

1University of Sussex, UK, 2University of Strathclyde, UK 

In atom-chips, the natural spatial modulation of electromagnetic fields occurring at close proximity to their sources 

is used to tailor the potential landscape experienced by neutral ultracold atomic matter. Typical device working 

distances are comparable with the dimensions of the chip elements, which can be as small as a micron. Such a 

close proximity makes atom-chips a convenient technology for developing hybrid quantum systems where atomic 

degrees of freedom can be coupled to quantum devices such as plasmonic excitations [1], quantum point contacts 

[2] or superconducting flux qubits [3]. 

In this work we describe two designs for atom-chips that produce self-trapping potential landscapes with geometries 

of current interest. Both designs rely on the dressing of the hyperfine structure of the ground state of alkali atoms. 

The first proposal demonstrates a multiply-connected trapping geometry (ring trap) produced by inter-manifold 

dressing of Zeeman split states, where the intensity of the dressing field is modulated by inductive effects over a 

micro-structured conducting ring [4]. The second design produces an atomic lattice that results from an intra-

manifold coupling of Zeeman split levels. The required spatial dependence of the fields is produced by a pair of 

crossed arrays of current-carrying wires. For both designs, we discuss the experimental realization with currently 

available technology. 

[1]  Christian Stehle, et al. Nature Photonics 5, 494–498 (2011) 

[2] Sinuco-Leon, G., et al. Phys. Rev. A 83, 021401 (2011) 

[3]  Patton, Kelly R. and Fischer, Uwe R., Phys. Rev. A 87, 052303 (2013) 

[4]  Sinuco-Leon G. A., et al., arxiv1401.6796 (2014) 

 

Decay of dark solitary like wave phenomena in a disk shaped Bose-Einstein Condensate 

N Meyer, H Proud, C O'Neale, M Perea Ortiz, S Riess and K Bongs 

University of Birmingham, UK 

The nonlinear wave phenomenon of solitons plays an important role in high speed optical communication, energy 

transport mechanisms in molecular biology and astrophysics and is one of the fundamental excitations that can be 

found in Bose-Einstein condensates following the nonlinear Gross-Pitaevski equation. 

To our knowlegde we present the first experimental observation of quasi 2D soliton like excitations in a disk shaped 

Bose-Einstein condensate. The evolution, movement and decay of a dark spatial solitary wave phenomenon 

confined in an ultracold atomic system will be discussed. 

By using a spatial light modulator for optical imprinting, the quantum phase of the Bose-Einstein condensate can be 

arbitrarily engineered. This versatile method gives rise to a nonlinear particle like matterwave pulse where the 

dispersion of the soliton like excitation is balanced by the repulsive inter atomic interaction. 

In contrast to formerly performed experiments in elongated BEC traps the soliton like excitation created in the disk 

shaped Bose-Einstein condensate is dynamically unstable and decays rapidly within a few ms. We assume this is 

due to the dimensionality of the system. The collapse observed in the experiment shows an even stronger 

accelerated decay in comparison to preliminary results of numerical simulations of the Gross- Pitaesvki equation. It 

is presumed that this might be due to thermodynamical instabilities and small anharmonicities in the dipole 

trapping potential. 
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An industry perspective on quantum technology 

L Hyde 

BAE Systems ATC, UK 

With huge developments in the science of quantum systems, how can these be turned into technologies? What are 

the potential benefits and applications of quantum technologies, and what are the major obstacles that need to be 

overcome? 

This talk will present an industrial perspective from the defence industry on how quantum technologies could be a 

game-changer, and how to approach the task of turning quantum concepts into prototypes and eventually products. 

This will provide a snap shot look at the different areas of quantum technology (timing, sensors, navigation, 

communication, security and computing) and what are the specific technologies associated with them of interest. 

 

(invited) Explorations in adiabatic quantum optimisation 

J Wabnig 

Nokia Research Center, UK 

The big promise of quantum computing is a huge speedup compared to its classical counterpart. Twenty years after 

the discovery of Shor's factoring algorithm a whole zoo of quantum algorithms exists with speedups ranging from 

polynomial to superpolynomial, but universal quantum computers able to run these algorithms will remain out of 

reach for years to come. A more feasible approach to quantum computing that emerged in recent years is to 

abandon universality and concentrate the efforts on hardware that can natively solve quadratic binary optimisation 

problems. I will review an implementation using superconducting qubits and its limitations. I will discuss what kind 

of problems can be solved on the hardware and a connection will be made between binary optimisation problems, 

sampling and machine learning. 

 

ColdQuanta's portable ultracold matter system 

R Kunz 

ColdQuanta, USA 

Abstract not available 
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Trapped electrons in microwave quantum circuits 

J L Verdu Galiana, J Pinder, A Cridland, J H Lacy and F Crimmin 

University of Sussex, UK 

Cryogenic Penning traps permit a very accurate control of the dynamics of a trapped electron, at the level of 

observing and inducing quantum jumps between the Fock states of the trapping potential. The electrons are 

captured for months, cooled down to the quantum ground state and observed non-destructively. Furthermore, the 

continuous Stern-Gerlach effect permits the detection and manipulation of the electron’s spin. Thus, Penning traps 

are excellent quantum laboratories. At the University of Sussex we have developed the Coplanar-Waveguide Penning 

trap (CPW-trap). This is a planar Penning trap implemented on the surface of a conducting chip. Our trap's design 

will allow for the accurate observation of one single electron, the essential requirement for a useful scalable Penning 

trap technology.  A single electron in a Penning trap is also known as a geonium atom, as coined by the 1989 

Nobel laureate H Dehmelt. Besides potential quantum applications, it is an outstanding system for testing the laws 

of physics with ultra-high precision. A prominent example is the electron’s magnetic moment, measured with a 

relative uncertainty of 10-13; this represents the most precise test of Quantum Electrodynamics. That and other 

advanced Penning trap experiments, invariably employ a big, “room-size”, very expensive (> £ 100 000) 

superconducting solenoid. The solenoid creates the magnetic field upon which the operation of the trap relies. The 

Sussex CPW-Penning trap radically changes that concept. It integrates the planar trap with the magnetic filed source 

in one compact, scalable chip: the Geonium Chip. In the presentation I will discuss the current status of the 

experimental cryogenic set-up, the first Geonium Chip and the ultra-low noise detection system. I will also discuss 

the coherent coupling of a trapped electron to a remote superconducting microwave resonator. This will allow 

trapped electrons as novel building blocks of future hybrid microwave quantum circuits. 
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Poster abstracts 

 

P.01 Spin state quantum teleportation through a spin-orbit hybrid entangled channel 

F Rojas1 and F Dominguez2 

1CNYN-UNAM, Mexico, 2CICESE, Mexico 

The quantum information process for teleportation requires a entangled channel. In this work we show how to apply 

the Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach to the process of spin quantum teleportation in a three latteral quantum dot 

model through a hybrid spin-orbit entangled channel(HSOEC). We show how to obtain and characterize the nature 

of an intrinsic hybrid entangled state between the charge and spin of the same particle in a double dot 

(DQD).  Hybrid quantum systems have benefits such as a way to make fast qubit manipulation, coherent storage for 

longer times, single qubit measurements, and scalable methods to entangle spatially separated matter qubits. The 

GA is used to determine the space parameters with population of individuals through crossover, mutation and 

selection according to proper fitness function. We implement a physical teleportation protocol of a spin state in a 

three dots system. A DQD with an electron is used to produce a channel of maximal spin-orbit hybrid 

entanglement with GA. The other dot is used to create the spin state to be teleported and interact with a time 

dependent spin exchange coupling with the spin of the nearest site of the double dot. The two dots that share the 

Bell like state have their potential wall heights (tunneling) and site energies as time dependent control parameters. 

By controlling the time dependent tunneling t(t) ( amplitude and width) and exchange interaction J(t) (width and 

amplitude) we are able to teleport the state by using  the HSOEC. The fitness.as a measure of success is between 0 

and 1 and is defined as a quantum fidelity of teleportation at a certain measurement time of the state in dot three 

to be in the teleported state. Fidelities are explored and values of 0.993 were obtained.  

Acknowledgment: F.R. PAPPIT-UNAM project IN112012 and F.D Conacyt scholarship.  

 

P.02 Quantum information processing in quantum memories 

A Datta 

University of Oxford, UK 

Memories are typically employed to store information while they are not being processed. However, that need not 

necessarily be the case. Information can be stored and processed in the same physical space. This is desirable 

from the perspective of space, time, and energy efficiency of an information processor, as well as reduced 

vulnerability to noise. 

I present theoretical proposals to achieve quantum information processing within the realm of continuous variable 

quantum information processing by exploiting the physics of light-matter interfaces in a Raman quantum memory. 

The two main schemes to be studied are continuous variable entanglement distillation and universal quantum 

computation. Between them, they cover the whole gamut of quantum information processing protocols.  

In particular, I propose a method to produce, manipulate, and measure two-dimensional cluster states in a single 

spatial mode by exploiting the intrinsic time-frequency selectivity of Raman quantum memories. Time-frequency 

encoding enables the scheme to be extremely compact, making these schemes comparable with the data rates of 

classical communication systems. While serious improvements are necessary in the specifications of quantum 

memories for fault-tolerant operations, the proposals never require perfect quantum memories.  
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P.03 Entanglement distribution over large distances with multiphoton states 

J Z Bernad 

Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany 

In this contribution I am discussing recent theoretical investigations focusing on remote entanglement generation 

between material qubits. First, I demonstrate that resonant interaction between material qubits and a coherent 

states offers interesting perspectives for preparing highly entangled material qubit pairs over large distances. A 

model for an optical fibre acting as a quantum channel is introduced and the effects originating from photon loss 

are discussed. Material qubits may be implemented as trapped ions or atoms. In such cases, effects of center-of-

mass motion may be important. In the Lamb-Dicke regime destructive effects on the generation of high-fidelity Bell-

states are discussed. In order to overcome this error source a dynamical decoupling scheme is elaborated which is 

performed locally on the material qubits and which suppresses center-of-mass motion induced decoherence. In 

addition, schemes for entanglement-assisted quantum teleportation and for entanglement swapping of material 

qubits are presented as well. Finally, open questions and future perspectives are discussed. 

 

P.04 Holographic generation of optical traps for ultracold atoms 

D Cassettari, G D Bruce, T Harte, M Y H Johnson, E Cormack, D Richards, J Mayoh and J Keeling 

University of St Andrews, UK 

A recent area of interest in the field of cold atomic physics is the development of non-trivial spatially- and 

temporally-varying optical trapping geometries. Optical traps generally offer increased trap complexity at small 

length-scales, but at the disadvantage of increased likelihood of small-scale potential roughness. Recently, a new 

calculation method for phase-only holograms of arbitrary complexity directly addressed the issue of roughness. This 

algorithm, the Mixed-Region Amplitude Freedom (MRAF) [1] algorithm, calculates smooth and accurate light 

patterns for use as optical atom traps. However the output of this algorithm, when applied to real devices, often 

does not give high-quality optical traps and this output must be further adjusted. In this presentation, we introduce 

a simple and robust feedback-enhanced algorithm to improve the accuracy of optical traps generated by phase-

only spatial light modulators (SLMs). In addition to the feedback-enhanced algorithm, we present a new method for 

the generation of holograms based on the direct minimisation of a cost function by a conjugate gradient local 

search algorithm [2]. We show that this approach successfully combines computational efficiency and algorithm 

versatility, allowing the accurate reproduction of a variety of target intensity profiles. 

[1]  M. Pasienski and B. DeMarco, Opt. Express 16, 2176 (2008) 

[2]  T. Harte et al., arXiv:1408.0188, to appear in Opt. Express 
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P.05 A solid-state spin-wave quantum memory for time-bin qubits 

M Gündoğan, P M Ledingham, K Kutluer, M Mazzera and H de Riedmatten 

ICFO - The Institute of Photonic Sciences, Spain 

We present optical quantum storage experiments with rare-earth ion doped crystal memories. Weak coherent states 

with mean photon numbers as low as 0.07 are stored and recalled on-demand from a spin-wave solid-state optical 

memory. The storage is based on the full atomic frequency comb scheme, where the input field is transferred by 

strong control pulses to the long-lived hyperfine sublevels of the ground state of Pr3+ ions doped in a Y2 SiO5 crystal. 

Dynamic narrow-band spectral filtering based on spectral hole burning in a second Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal is used to filter 

out the excess noise created by control pulses. We could reach a noise level of about 2×10-3 photons per pulse that 

allowed us to demonstrate the quantum storage and on demand read-out of single-photon level time-bin qubits 

with fidelities of around 90%, surpassing the classical benchmark. These results represent the first demonstration of 

a solid-state spin-wave quantum memory for light. They are promising for storing non-classical light in spin-waves 

which will in the end may pave the way for practical quantum repeater applications. 

 

P.06 Benchmarks and resources for hybrid quantum communication 

G Adesso1, G Chiribella2, I Kogias1, S Ragy1 and Y Yang1 

1University of Nottingham, UK, 2Tsinghua University, China,  

We consider the reliable teleportation and storage of ensembles of squeezed Gaussian states of light. We present 

rigorous benchmarks that have to be surpassed by any experiment claiming to harness genuine quantum effects in 

order to beat what is available by classical measure-and-prepare procedures. We then investigate which resources, 

in units of energy and entanglement, are needed for feasible teleportation schemes to beat the benchmarks in 

laboratory.  We find that a hybrid approach, which consists in splitting an ensemble of Gaussian states into as few 

as two or three single-photon channels and performing qubit-like parallel teleportation, is in fact more efficient, 

even taking into account properly the nonunit probability of success, than realising an unconditional continuous 

variable teleporter consuming the same amount of shared entanglement. Our analysis thus reveals how hybrid 

approaches, interfacing discrete and continuous variable quantum systems, can be especially promising for the 

practical realisation of optical quantum technologies with limited resources. 

[1] G. Chiribella and G. Adesso, Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 010501 (2014) 

[2] I. Kogias, S. Ragy, and G. Adesso, Phys. Rev. A 89, 052324 (2014) 

[3] Y. Yang, G. Chiribella, and G. Adesso, arXiv:1407.4133 (2014) 
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P.07 A quantum frequency converter for long-distance quantum networks 

C M Natarajan1, L Yu2, T Horikiri3, C Langrock2, J Pelc4, S Hofling5, C Schneider5, M Kamp5, R Hadfield1, M Fejer2 and 

Y Yamamoto2 

1University of Glasgow, UK, 2Stanford University, USA, 3National Institute of Informatics, Japan, 4Hewlett-Packard 

Laboratories, USA, 5Universitat Wurzburg, Germany 

Hybrid quantum nodes separated by large distances would need telecom band channels to interact with each other. 

Indistinguishable photons in C and L telecom band (1530-1625 nm) will play the role of a “flying qubit” in most 

long distance quantum communication protocols. However, in practice even homogeneous quantum nodes are 

distinguishable due to imperfect implementations. Here we report a quantum translator that enables disparate, 

remote, and ~900 nm quantum emitters to show two-photon interference in the telecom band.  

The quantum translator efficiently improves photon statistics and coherence of a single photon source. An 

InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) was excited 6 nanometers above its main emission line (p-shell excitation) to 

generate single photons at  910 nm, which were then translated to 1610 nm in wavelength and 100 ps in pulse 

duration. A fiber based Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer confirmed indistinguishability of consecutive translated 

photons. The two-photon interference visibility improved from 84% to 90% due to the translator. Similarly, the 

translation improved g(2)(0) from 0.105 to 0.037. 

Two-photon interference at telecom wavelength from disparate and remote quantum emitters was performed using 

quantum translator. An attenuated CW diode laser was used in addition to the QD to generate single photons. The 

diode laser’s wavelength was tuned to 900 nm and its linewidth was at least two orders of magnitude smaller than 

that of the QD. The quantum translators were separated by a 2 kilometer fiber. The wavelengths and pulse durations 

of the QD and diode laser were overlapped with the help of our quantum device. The two-photon interference 

visibility reached 95% at zero frequency detuning. 

 

P.08 Strategies for quantum integrated light-matter interface 

J Nute, A Paris-Mandoki, P Jouvre, J Wu, S Piano and L Hackermuller 

University of Nottingham, UK 

We are investigating ways to couple cold and ultracold atoms to photons delivered through a waveguide. In principle 

such a light-and -matter interface can act as a building block for photon storage, optical switching or quantum 

computational tasks [1]. The waveguides are written by short laser pulses into normal glass, which locally changes 

the refractive index. We are studying surface waveguides, where surrounding atoms in a magneto-optical trap 

couple to the photons in the waveguide through the evanescent field. Another scheme achieves much stronger 

coupling, where the atoms are trapped optically in a void intersecting a waveguide. In third scheme we are testing 

an array of coupled cavities, where each cavity hosts a void with atoms. We are presenting the theoretical 

considerations as well as first experimental tests. 

Our work is funded by an EU-FET- young explorers project and includes researchers from the University of Vienna, 

Dresden, Jena and Nottingham.  

[1]  M. Kohnen et. al, Nat. Photonics 5, 35 (2010) 
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P.09 Atom microtraps using near field diffraction from geometric apertures 

K P Subramonian Rajasree and T Hennessy 

Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

Microtraps for neutral atoms can be created by using the optical near field that appear when a laser beam diffracts 

on small, circular apertures in a thin screen[Phys.Rev.A  78, 013410 (2008)]. While usually the gradient forces 

required for trapping arise from a non-uniform field distribution over the laser beam cross section, in this nearfield 

situation they stem from the optical field non-uniformity due to the aperture. Such traps are capable of confining 

atoms to micron-sized regions and robust control over the trap parameters can be achieved by varying the intensity 

and detuning of the incident laser. In this work we show that other interesting potentials to control atoms on micro-

sized scales can be created using the same principle and a variety of aperture geometries in the thin screen, include 

ring traps, waveguides or Josephson-junction setups. Detailed calculations to determine the robustness and 

sensitivity of these optical fields to uncertainties in the screen patterns and laser parameters are currently in 

progress. 

 

P.10 Hybrid systems of ions and electric-dipolar condensates 

A Benseny and T Busch 

Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

Seminal experiments in the last few years, which combined Bose–Einstein condensates (BEC) and cold ions, have 

clearly demonstrated the viability and potential of these kinds of hybrid systems. Moreover, recent experimental 

progress indicates the possibility of optically trapping ions, which allows considering more complex systems. 

In this work we look at a hybrid quantum system consisting of trapped ions interacting with a BEC of electric-dipolar 

molecules. While the condensation of a gas of molecules with electrical dipole moments has yet to be 

experimentally realised, its interaction with a crystal of trapped ions can be the source of interesting physics. 

Our research shows that the electric polarisation of a condensed gas of dipolar molecules situated between two 

trapped ions can be large enough to screen the interaction between them. Changing the density and polarisation 

distributions of the molecular BEC (for instance, by varying the trapping frequency or adding an external electric 

field) can therefore allow controlling the separation of the trapped ions and the creation of various crystal 

geometries. This could be used, for instance, to locally alter the coupling between qubit states in quantum spin 

networks. 

 

P.11 Fluorescent excitation of nanofiber higher order modes 

T Nieddu, K Deasy, R Kumar, V Gokhroo, A Maimati and S Nic Chormaic 

Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

We have used an optical nanofiber (ONF) to probe a cold atom cloud of 87Rb. The ONF was fabricated to support 

both the fundamental and first higher order (HOM) mode groups, namely the LP01 and LP11 mode groups. This 

differs from previous experiments conducted in the field which have concentrated on only the fundamental mode. 

Here we show how the additional guided modes can improve the interaction between the ONF and the cold atom 

cloud. Our latest results show a coupling of fluorescent photons to the HOMs, six times greater than that to the 

fundamental mode. Additionally, greater absorption of the evanescent field associated with LP11 modes was 

observed when compared to that of the LP01 modes. Our future aim is to use such HOMs to trap cold atoms around 

ONFs. 
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P.12 Autler-Townes splitting in cold Rb atoms at ultra-low power using an optical nanofibre 

R Kumar, V Gokhroo, K Deasy and S Nic Chormaic 

Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Japan 

Sub-wavelength diameter optical fibres, otherwise known as optical nanofibres (ONFs), are increasingly being used 

for spectroscopy, manipulation and trapping of atoms and other particles. Due to the high evanescent field and 

small optical mode confinement ONFs can also be used for non-linear optics with atomic media at ultra-low powers. 

Here, we report on a demonstration of Autler-Townes (A-T) splitting of the 5S→5P→5D resonance line of 87Rb 

utilizing frequency up-conversion in a cold atom cloud surrounding an optical nanofibre with a waist diameter of ~ 

400 nm.  The cold atoms were prepared in a magneto-optical trap centred at the ONF waist. 780 nm excitation 

power (variable) and 776 nm probe (~ 200 pW) were sent through one pigtail of the nanofibre. Two-photon-

absorption was monitored by detecting up-converted 420 nm photons, which coupled into the nanofibre and were 

detected at the other pigtail. A-T splitting was observed for excitation power as low as 20 nW.  This observation gives 

a direct measurement of average excitation intensity experienced by the surrounding atoms which otherwise is very 

difficult to determine, and may be useful for all optical switching at ultra-low power. 

 

P.13 Robust quantum metrology 

P Knott1, B Munro2, T Proctor1 and J Dunningham3 

1University of Leeds, UK, 2NTT BRL, Japan, 3University of Sussex, UK 

In optical interferometry multi-mode entanglement is often assumed to be the driving force behind quantum 

enhanced measurements. Recent work has shown this assumption to be false: single mode quantum states perform 

just as well as their multi-mode entangled counterparts. We go beyond this to show that when photon losses occur - 

an inevitability in any realistic system - multi-mode entanglement is actually detrimental to obtaining quantum 

enhanced measurements. We specifically apply this idea to a superposition of coherent states, demonstrating that 

these states show a robustness to loss that allows them to significantly outperform their competitors in realistic 

systems. A practically viable measurement scheme is then presented that allows measurements close to the 

theoretical bound, even with loss. These results promote a new way of approaching optical quantum metrology 

using single-mode states that we expect to have great implications for the future. 
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P.14 Interactions of quantum dots with light in photonic crystal waveguides 

B Lang, R Oulton and A Young 

University of Bristol, UK 

Within photonic crystals, modes of light with unusual local polarisation properties can arise. A striking example of 

this occurs in the structures known as "W1" waveguides (made by removing a single line of holes from a triangular 

lattice of air holes). In these waveguides the local polarization ellipse varies, with local polarization singularities, 

known as C-points, or circular points, where the field rotates as a function of time. 

At such a point the forwards and backwards propagating modes have opposite circular polarisations, offering the 

possibility of directly mapping the spin of a quantum dot transition to the direction in which the light from the dot is 

emitted. 

Polarisation to spin selection rules could also be exploited for light propagating in the waveguide, to make a dot 

either visible or invisible to light in the waveguide mode based on its spin state.  Protocols to entangle the spin with 

the propagation direction have previously been developed by us. 

We will present both theoretical studies of robustness of C-points with disorder, and preliminary results using a dual 

beam microphotoluminescence setup. 

 

P.15 Novel dressed potentials for ultracold atoms: ring-traps and self-trapping lattices 

G Sinuco1, K A Burrows1, A S Arnold2 and B M Garraway1 

1University of Sussex, UK, 2University of Strathclyde, UK 

In atom-chips, the natural spatial modulation of electromagnetic fields occurring at close proximity to their sources 

is used to tailor the potential landscape experienced by neutral ultracold atomic matter. Typical device working 

distances are comparable with the dimensions of the chip elements, which can be as small as a micron. Such a 

close proximity makes atom-chips a convenient technology for developing hybrid quantum systems where atomic 

degrees of freedom can be coupled to quantum devices such as plasmonic excitations [1], quantum point contacts 

[2] or superconducting flux qubits [3]. 

In this work we describe two designs for atom-chips that produce self-trapping potential landscapes with geometries 

of current interest. Both designs rely on the dressing of the hyperfine structure of the ground state of alkali atoms. 

The first proposal demonstrates a multiply-connected trapping geometry (ring trap) produced by inter-manifold 

dressing of Zeeman split states, where the intensity of the dressing field is modulated by inductive effects over a 

micro-structured conducting ring [4]. The second design produces an atomic lattice that results from an intra-

manifold coupling of Zeeman split levels. The required spatial dependence of the fields is produced by a pair of 

crossed arrays of current-carrying wires. For both designs, we discuss the experimental realization with currently 

available technology. 

[1]  Christian Stehle, et al. Nature Photonics 5, 494–498 (2011) 

[2] Sinuco-Leon, G., et al. Phys. Rev. A 83, 021401 (2011) 

[3]  Patton, Kelly R. and Fischer, Uwe R., Phys. Rev. A 87, 052303 (2013) 

[4]  Sinuco-Leon G. A., et al., arxiv1401.6796 (2014) 
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P.16 Observation of localized multi-spatial-mode quadrature squeezing in four-wave mixing 

P Petrov, C Embrey, M Turnbull and V Boyer 

University of Birmingham, UK 

Quantum states of light can improve the resolution of optical images when limited by the quantum noise of the 

illumination. In the case of a bright illumination, this can be done by employing a light field that is composed of 

many squeezed transverse modes. A possible realisation of such a multi-spatial-mode squeezed field is a light field 

that displays reduced quantum fluctuations at all transverse locations, on any quadrature. Light-atom interactions 

can provide resonant nonlinearities strong enough to generate quantum light without the need for a cavity. Using 

single-pass four-wave mixing in a hot rubidium vapour, we have generated a multi-spatial-mode squeezed state and 

showed that it exhibits localised quadrature squeezing at any point of its transverse profile, in regions much smaller 

than its size. This confirms the potential of this technique to produce illumination suitable for practical quantum 

imaging. 

 

P.17 Dual-channel optical nonreciprocity of cold atomic lattices in move 

C-L Cui, Y Sheng, L Yang and J-H Wu 

Jilin University, China 

Manipulating light on demand has been attracting considerable interests for their importance in both fundamental 

science and practical applications. Using electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) techniques, one may well 

control the propagation, storage, retrieval, and interaction of light signals. One EIT prototype is a Lambda system 

driven by a probe and a coupling field both in traveling-wave (TW) configuration. Yet when a standing-wave (SW) 

coupling field is applied instead, the medium may work as a one-dimension photonic crystal. Nonreciprocal 

transmission of a signal light can be achieved by setting the atomic photonic crystal into motion. Considering the 

synchronous multitasking operation is a core technology for the signal processor, we investigate the achievement 

and control of dual-channel light nonreciprocity effects. Our study shows that two signal lights propagating along the 

moving multilayer structure could be controlled and experience forward-backward asymmetry in transmission. For 

each one of them, two frequency regions with very large nonreciprocity effect may exist and fit within the two AT 

splitting transparent windows contributed by the coupling fields, and the degree and position of the nonreciprocity 

parameter could be controlled by modulating the coupling intensities and frequencies. These results may have 

potential applications in dual-channel optical information processing and design of novel photonic devices. 
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P.18 Analysis of a LOQC CNOT gate with photons from an atom-cavity system 

 

O Barter1, K Poulios2, A Holleczek1, A Rubenok2, J Dilley3, P Nisbet-Jones4, G Langfahl-Klabes1, A Politi5, J O'Brien2, 

A Kuhn1 and J Matthews2 

1University of Oxford, UK, 2University of Bristol, UK,  3Sentec Ltd, UK, 4 National Physical Laboratory, UK, 5University 

of Southampton, UK 

We have for the first time demonstrated the operation of a linear optic quantum network [1with photons 

deterministically emitted from a strongly coupled atom cavity system [2]. 

The single photon source [3] delivers quantum bits of information, on-demand, at a repetition rate of 1MHz. We are 

capable of shaping both the amplitude and phase of the photon and thus subdivide the ~500ns coherent envelope 

into d time bins, producing an arbitrary qu-d-its. 

Our results show the operation of a LOQC CNOT gate with high fidelity for both single photons and time-bin encoded 

single photon qubits [in preparation]. This impressively demonstrates the potential of our combined approach, 

overcoming scalability issues that otherwise arise with spontaneous photon sources.  

Our poster provides a detailed look at the results (presented in a talk by Annemarie Holleczek) and some insight 

into the non-trivial processing of two-photon correlation data.  

[1] Politi, Science 320, 5876 (2008) 

[2] Kuhn, PRL 89, 067901 (2002) 

[3] Nisbet-Jones, NJP 15, 053007 (2013) 

 

P.19 Transmission-line decelerators for atoms in high Rydberg states 

P Lancuba and S Hogan 

University College London, UK 

High Rydberg states of atoms and molecules can possess large electric dipole moments, approaching 10000 D for 

states with principal quantum number n > 52, that permit the translational motion of such samples to be efficiently 

manipulated using inhomogeneous electric fields [1,2]. This has led to the realization of chip-based devices with 

which cold, velocity controlled beams can be prepared [3,4]. The resulting samples are ideally suited for (i) 

applications in hybrid approaches to quantum information processing, (ii) low-energy molecular scattering, (iii) 

studies of atom/molecule-surface interactions, and (iv) experiments with antihydrogen and positronium. 

Here we present a new type of surface-based decelerator for atoms in high Rydberg states, the design of which is 

based upon the geometry of a surface-based electrical transmission line. In contrast to previous chip-based 

decelerators [3], this design permits strong confinement of samples in all three spatial dimensions during 

acceleration and deceleration, is compatible with the introduction of curvatures in the plane of the transmission-line 

surface, and is ideally suited to coupling to microwave circuits.   

Experiments in which beams of helium atoms in Rydberg states with n=52 have been accelerated, decelerated and 

guided above curved surface-based transmission lines will be presented. The effects of tangential and centripetal 

accelerations on the effective trapping potentials experienced by the atoms during deceleration will be discussed, 

with the resulting observations employed in the interpretation of the experimental data. 

[1]  E. Vliegen, H.J. Wörner, T. P. Softley and F. Merkt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 033005 (2004)  

[2]  S. D. Hogan, Ch. Seiler and F. Merkt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 123001 (2009)  

[3]  S. D. Hogan, P. Allmendinger, H. Sassmannshausen, H. Schmutz and F. Merkt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 

 063008 (2012) 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[4]  P. Lancuba and S. D. Hogan, Phys. Rev. A 88, 043427 (2013) 

 

P.20 Minimal ancilla mediated quantum computation 

T Proctor1 and V Kendon2 

1University of Leeds, UK, 2 Durham University, UK 

Schemes of universal quantum computation in which the interactions between the computational elements, in a 

computational register, are mediated by some ancillary system are of interest due to their relevance to the physical 

implementation of a quantum computer. In particular such computational models can harness different physical 

systems for the ancillary and computational elements, allowing the physical choice of computational qubits to be 

optimised for long coherence times and the ancillary system for facilitating interactions. 

In order to simplify physical implementations it is clearly desirable to minimise the level of control required over 

both the ancillary and register systems. In this work we consider how to minimise the control needed to implement 

universal quantum computation in an ancilla-mediated fashion. We show that when employing an ancilla qubit 

there are certain fixed-time ancilla-register interactions which, along with ancilla initialisation in the computational 

basis, are universal for quantum computation with no additional control of either the ancilla or the register. 

 

P.21 Towards hybrid cavity QED experiments with circular Rydberg atoms 

V Zhelyazkova and S Hogan 

University College London, UK 

Recently great progress has been made in the development of surface-based devices for manipulating the 

translational motion [1,2] and internal quantum states [3] of Rydberg atoms and molecules. Because of their 

extreme sensitivity to microwave fields, Rydberg atoms can be very efficiently coupled to them and are therefore 

well suited for hybrid cavity QED experiments at microwave frequencies [3]. In this context it is foreseeable to use 

two-dimensional superconducting microwave resonators for the non-destructive detection of atoms in Rydberg 

states [4], and Rydberg atoms as long-coherence-time quantum memories coupled via these resonators to 

superconducting circuits where fast operations can be performed in a hybrid quantum computation architecture. 

Circular Rydberg states (which have maximal orbital-angular-momentum and azimuthal quantum numbers) are of 

particular interest for the above applications because of their long lifetimes (>50 ms) and low sensitivity to stray 

electric fields. Here we discuss the preparation of helium atoms in circular Rydberg states for the applications 

mentioned above. 

[1]  S. D. Hogan, P. Allmendinger, H. Saßmannshausen, H. Schmutz and F. Merkt, "A surface-electrode 

Rydberg-Stark decelerator", Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 063008 (2012) 

[2]  P. Lancuba and S. D. Hogan, "Guiding Rydberg atoms above surface-based transmission lines", Phys. 

Rev. A, 88, 043427 (2013) 

[3]  S. D. Hogan, J. A. Agner, F. Merkt, T. Thiele, S. Filipp and A. Wallraff, "Driving Rydberg-Rydberg transitions 

from a co-planar microwave  waveguide", Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 063004 (2012) 

[4]  Sébastien Gleyzes, Stefan Kuhr, Christine Guerlin, Julien Bernu, Samuel Deléglise, Ulrich Busk Hoff, Michel 

Brune, Jean-Michel Raimond and Serge Haroche, Nature 446, 297-300 (2007) 
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P.22 Generalised un-entanglement in many body systems 

S Virmani, H Anwar and S Jevtic 

Brunel University London, UK  

One of the reasons why many body quantum systems are difficult to simulate and understand is that they are 

usually highly entangled. In this work we consider situations in which we are only interested in certain properties 

of entangled quantum systems, such as the statistics of spin measurements in only certain directions. We show that 

in such cases one can use a generalised formalism to describe the system in a way that can often reduce or even 

eliminate the entanglement completely. This leads to local models for such systems, and can also yield efficient 

classical modelling algorithms, in spite of the quantum entanglement present. 

 

P.23 Levitated optomechanics with a hybrid electro-optical trap 

P Barker, P Z G Fonseca, J Millen, T Mavrogordatos and T S Monteiro 

University College London, UK 

The ability to engineer and control the macroscopic motion of nano- and micro-mechanical oscillators has become 

an important tool in quantum science and technology.  Key to the exploitation of these devices has been the 

development of methods to cool them to their ground state. Levitation of a nanomechanical oscillator in vacuum, 

such as an optically trapped nanosphere, removes many dissipation and decoherence pathways and leads to 

extremely high mechanical quality factors. This offers great promise for force sensing, for exploring the foundations 

of quantum mechanics at large mass scales and the possibility of creating large macroscopic 

superpositions.   While optomechanical cooling of the centre-of-mass motion via interactions with the light field of 

an optical cavity has been predicted parametric and internal heating has prevented stable trapping and 

optomechanical cooling in vacuum.  Here we report on the optomechanical cooling of levitated 200 nm silica 

spheres in vacuum by using a hybrid electro-optical trap which consists of RF Paul trap and an optical cavity where 

both simultaneously act to levitate and cool the nanosphere. 

 

P.24 Towards cavity enhanced light-matter interaction in silicon for optical readout of spin qubits 

S Nur, C C Lo and J Morton 

University College London, UK 

Extraordinarily long coherence time and high control fidelities of donor spins in isotopically purified silicon have 

made them very attractive candidates for implementing quantum bits. Increased spin-photon coupling has the 

potential to add additional benefits including efficient optical readout of individual donor spins and perhaps even a 

route to generating entanglement. However, optical spin coupling of donors in silicon is inherently weak due to its 

indirect bandgap. Placing the donor atoms in optical cavities fabricated in silicon nanostructures has the potential 

to enhance impurity donor’s interaction with light[4,5]. In this poster, we present simulations of optical cavities 

based on suspended silicon membranes designed to enhance coupling to the donor-bound exciton transition at 

around 1078 nm. Simulation results suggest that a suitably tuned photonic crystal cavity with high-Q is capable of 

enhancing the radiative recombination of donor bound transitions in silicon by around three orders of magnitude. 

[1] J. J. L. Morton, D. R. McCamey, M. A. Eriksson, and S. A. Lyon, Nature 479, 345 (2011) 

[2] K. Saeedi, et al., Science 342, 830 (2013) 

[3] Y. Yamamoto, et al., Physica Scripta 2009, 014010 (2009) 

[4] H. Sumikura, E. Kuramochi, H. Taniyama, and M. Notomi, Sci. Rep. 4 (2014) 

[5] T. van der Sar, et al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 29, 698 (2012) 
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[6] M. Abanto, L. Davidovich, B. Koiller, and R. L. de Matos Filho, Physical Review B 81, 085325 (2010) 

 

P.25 A theoretical description of hybrid Rydberg-atom-cavity systems 

R Jirschik, S Bose and S Hogan 

University College London, UK 

With their long radiative lifetimes and large transition dipole moments, gas-phase atoms in highly excited Rydberg 

states have many attributes which make them suitable for applications in quantum information processing [1,2]. 

Since such states are particularly sensitive to microwave radiation, they can be efficiently coupled to solid-state 

microwave circuits [3] in hybrid approaches to cavity QED. To realize such applications, it is important to develop a 

general theoretical framework in which the coupling between atoms, transmission-line resonators and waveguides is 

accurately described by the relevant experimental parameters. This framework, which combines the theoretical 

description of coupled transmission line resonators [4,5] with that of Rydberg atoms coupled to optical cavities, will 

be presented and used to investigate the interaction of a beam of Rydberg atoms with a superconducting 

transmission-line resonator coupled to a semi-infinite waveguide. 

[1]  M. Saffman, T.G. Walker, and K. Molmer, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82, 2313 (2010) 

[2]  S. Gleyzes, S. Kuhr, C. Guerlin, J. Bernu, S. Deleglise, U.B. Hoff, M. Brune, J.-M. Raimond, and S. Haroche, 

Nature, 446(7133), 297-300 (2007) 

[3] S.D. Hogan, J.A. Agner, F. Merkt, T. Thiele, S. Filipp, and A. Wallraff, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 063004 (2012) 

[4]  A. Blais, R.-S. Huang, A. Wallraff, S. M. Girvin, and R. J. Schoelkopf, Phys. Rev. A 69, 062320 (2004) 

[5]  J. Koch, A.A. Houck, K. Le Hur, and S.M. Girvin, Phys. Rev. A 82, 043811 (2010) 

 

P.26 Saturation nonlinearities of cavity-QED enhanced optical circular birefringence induced by a single quantum 

dot spin 

C Hu and J Rarity 

University of Bristol, UK 

Giant optical Faraday rotation (GFR) and giant optical circular birefringence (GCB) induced by a single quantum-dot 

spin in an optical microcavity proves to be useful  for both quantum and classical information processing with high 

speed as well as for spin memory with heralded feature and unity efficiency[1-3].  In this work we investigate 

saturation nonlinearities of GFR and GCB comparing a semiclassical approximation with the numerical results from 

Tan's quantum optics toolbox. We find that the GFR and GCB around the cavity resonance are relatively immune to 

the saturation effects. This feature allows the rapid read out of single spin, and high speed quantum entangling 

gates, robust against input power variations [4]. 

[1]  C.Y. Hu et al., PR B 78, 085307 (2008);  ibid. 78, 125318 (2008) 

[2]  C.Y. Hu et al., PR B 80, 205326 (2009) 

[3]  C.Y. Hu and J.G. Rarity, PRB 83, 115303 (2011) 

[4]  C.Y. Hu and J.G. Rarity, ArXiv: 1409.3787 
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P.27 Vibrationally enhanced quantum transport 

C Myers1, L Mazzarella2, J Twamley3 and G Milburn1 

1The University of Queensland, Australia, 2University of Padova, Italy, 3Macquarie University, Australia 

The study of quantum excitation transport has received considerable attention in the literature recently, the 

motivation for which has been to explain the possible need for quantum mechanics in photosynthesis. For this 

reason researchers have been striving to answer the question of whether the presence of quantum coherence or 

quantum noise assists in the directed transfer of excitations in coupled systems. It has also recently been shown 

that the transport of an excitation along a linear chain of coupled two level systems may be enhanced with a 

collective coupling to a driven vibrational mode. In this presentation, we incorporate results from quantum ratchet 

theory to extend this vibrationally assisted transport scheme in two ways. First, we investigate the presence of 

multiple collective driven vibrational modes to facilitate directed transport. Second, we investigating the case of 

coupling to a collective vibrational mode without driving.  

 

P.28 Scattering light through optical cavities and cavity-fibre networks 

A Beige, T M Barlow and R Bennett 

University of Leeds, UK 

Quantum optical systems, like trapped ions, are routinely described by master equations. The purpose of this poster 

is to introduce a master equation for two-sided optical cavities with spontaneous photon emission [1]. To do so, we 

use the same notion of photons as in linear optics scattering theory and consider a continuum of traveling-wave 

cavity photon modes. Our model predicts the same stationary state photon emission rates for the different sides of 

a laser-driven optical cavity as classical theories. Moreover, it predicts the same time evolution of the total cavity 

photon number as the standard standing-wave description in experiments with resonant and near-resonant laser 

driving. The proposed resonator Hamiltonian can be used, for example, to analyse coherent cavity-fiber networks 

[2]. 

[1] Barlow et al., arXiv:1307.3545 (2014) 

[2]  Kyoseva et al., New J. Phys. 14, 023023 (2012) 
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P.29 Interfacing ultra-cold atoms and superconductors 

H Hattermann, P Weiss, L Sárkány, D Bothner, M Knufinke, S Bernon, R Kleiner, D Koelle and J Fortágh 

Universität Tübingen, Germany 

Superconducting circuits in the microwave regime are one of the most promising candidates for quantum 

information processing. However, while they can process quantum information on very short timescales, they lack 

the ability to store information for extended periods of time. Hybrid quantum systems, in which the quantum 

information is processed by superconducting circuits and stored in a trapped ensemble of cold atoms, have 

therefore been proposed as a possible alternative.  

Here, we report on the measurement of the coherence of superposition states of 87Rb atoms trapped on a 

superconducting atom chip at 4.2 K. We load ultracold atoms into a magnetic trap based on superconducting 

microstructures and transport the atomic cloud into the gap of an off-resonant coplanar microwave resonator. We 

demonstrate that the resonator itself can be used as a persistent-current trap, making the use of externally driven 

and possibly noisy currents unnecessary. 

The coherence of cold atoms close to the superconducting resonator is investigated by means of Ramsey 

interferometry. We observe a coherence of the hyperfine ground states on the order of several seconds [1], orders of 

magnitude larger than the coherence times of superconducting qubits. This makes atomic ensembles attractive as 

potential quantum memory in a hybrid architecture. 

We further demonstrate that atomic qubit states can be rendered insensitive to magnetic field fluctuations by 

means of non-resonant microwave dressing. We suppress the differential Zeeman shift of the clock transition up to 

second order [2]. This technique could be used to increase the coherence times of atomic superposition states in 

magnetically noisy environments. 

[1]  S. Bernon et. al., Nat. Commun. 4, 2380, doi:10.1038/ncomms3380 (2013)  

[2]  L. Sárkány et. al., arXiv:1410.8171 
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P.30 Towards microwave entanglement generation for quantum simulation and computing 

J Randall1, B Lekitsch1, M D Hughes1, R C Sterling1, H Rattanasonti2, S Weidt1, K Lake1, P Srinivasan2, S C Webster1, 

J O Maclean3, G S Giri1, T Navickas1, D C S DeMotte1, D F Murgia1, M Kraft2, C Mellor3 and W K Hensinger1 

1University of Sussex, UK, 2University of Southampton, UK, 3University of Nottingham, UK 

A promising route for large scale quantum computing relies on the use of stable and easily controllable microwaves 

[1, 2] combined with static magnetic field gradients, which provides ion selectivity as well as the simultaneous 

entanglement of a large number of ions [1].  

The use of microwave dressed-states protects against magnetic field noise. We will present powerful new methods 

to prepare, detect and manipulate dressed-state qubits and qutrits in ytterbium-171, making use of all four 

hyperfine levels in the ground state [5,6].  

We present an experimental setup capable of producing a magnetic field gradient of 24 T/m. This allows us to 

individually address ions in frequency space and couple the internal and motional states of ions using bare and 

dressed-states. 

We report the experimental demonstration of spin-motion entanglement (a Schrödinger cat state) using microwaves 

and a static magnetic field gradient with both the bare and dressed-states, which is an important step towards high 

fidelity two ion entanglement [7]. 

We have also successfully cooled single ions in a magnetic field gradient to near the ground state of motion using 

microwave sideband cooling. We have measured the heating rate of the ion using the sidebands, and have found an 

improvement close to two orders of magnitude compared to a previous measurement, which we attribute to our 

efforts in reducing electrical noise present at the position of the trapped ion. 

[1]  F. Mintert and C. Wunderlich, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 257904 (2001) 

[2]  C. Ospelkaus et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 090502 (2008) 

[3]  A. Khromova et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 220502 (2012) 

[4]  N. Timoney et al., Nature 476, 185 (2011) 

[5]  S. C. Webster et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 140501 (2013) 

[6]  J. Randall et al., arXiv:1409.1696 [quant-ph] (2014) 

[7]  K. Lake et al., arXiv:1409.1862 [quant-ph] (2014) 
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P.31 Microfabricated ion traps for quantum information and simulation 

B Lekitsch1, J Randall1, M Hughes1, R Sterling1, H Rattanasonti2, S Weidt1, J Maclean3, P Srinivasan2, S Webster1, M 

Kraft1, C Mellor3 and W Hensinger1 

1University of Sussex, UK, 2University of Southampton, UK, 3University of Nottingham, UK 

Microfabricated ion traps based on the linear Paul trap only allow ions to be confined in a 1-dimensional string due 

to the requirement that they are positioned at the RF nil. However, some applications require alternative ion 

geometries, such as 2-dimensional (2D) ion lattices for analogue quantum simulation [1]. Furthermore, in operating 

a microfabricated ion surface trap, restrictions on the RF voltage that can be applied due to low flashover voltages 

exist which prohibits a large trap depth and ion-electrode distance. This limits the achievable ion lifetime and 

secular frequencies and results in large heating rates of the ion motion. 

We will report on the operation of a two-dimensional ion trap lattice integrated on a microchip [2]. For this purpose 

we first developed a fabrication process that allows extremely large voltages to be applied to microfabricated 

devices (one or two orders of magnitude higher than in previously fabricated ion traps). 

We will also report the successful demonstration of trapping single Yb ions on a centrally segmented 

microfabricated ring trap featuring 90 electrodes and a microfabrication technique which allows buried RF and 

static voltage interconnects. 

In addition, we will present optimised linear and X-junction traps with current-carrying wires intended to produce 

large static magnetic field gradients for high fidelity microwave based quantum gates. We show trap designs with 

loading and detection slots and traps with physically and electrically separated RF rails for new shuttling 

experiments. 

We will present devices capable of operating advanced microfabricated ion traps featuring up to 100 electrical 

connections, high power microwave and current feedthroughs, short turnaround times and an in-situ argon ion gun 

surface cleaning setup for the suppression of anomalous heating. 

[1]  Schneider, C. et al., T. Rep. Prog. Phys. 75(2), 024401 (2012) 

[2]  R. C. Sterling et al., Nature Communications 5, 3637 (2014) 
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P.32 Cryogenic ion trapping and technology development for quantum simulation, computing and hybrid systems 

D De Motte, J Randall, G Giri, B Lekitsch, A Grounds and W Hensinger 

University of Sussex, UK 

We report progress on a new experiment to operate a variety of superconducting surface electrode ion trap chips in 

a cryogenic environment and to study microwave entanglement, anomalous heating, quantum simulations using 2D 

arrays of trapped ions and technology development towards quantum hybrid systems. 

The latter is an essential building block towards the eventual realization of coupling atom-optical devices 

(microfabricated ion traps) and solid state devices (superconducting qubits). Combining these two technologies can 

yield a scalable basis for universal quantum computation and quantum information processing. 

We also present results on a coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator with high quality factor integrated into an ion 

chip. We show a measured lower limit of at least ~10,000 for the quality factor. The central DC electrode and the 

two lateral RF electrodes for ion trapping provide a natural CPW structure for on-chip MW radiation delivery. The ion 

trap has vertical ion shuttling capability to achieve high and low ion electrode spacing required for laser and MW 

interactions respectively. Finite element simulation of trap electrodes to obtain critical parameters such as trap 

depth, potential barrier and low ion height are shown. 

We also discuss the experimental set up of an ultra low vibration (~10nm) cryogenic vacuum system for ion trap 

operation at 4K. The system features extremely fast turn around times for efficient testing of new ion trap chip 

devices. 

Furthermore, we present progress on an analogue voltage generation system for simultaneous generation of 90 

channels with a 16 MSPS update rate for fast ion transport. The system is designed using very low noise 

components and has a combination of digital, active and passive filters and has a maximum range of +/-150V. 

 

P.33 Interfacing superconducting qubits and single optical photons  

S Blum1, C O'Brien2, N Lauk3, P Bushev1, M Fleischhauer3 and G Morigi1 

1Saarland University, Germany, 2Texay A&M University, USA, 3University of Kaiserslautern, Germany  

A proposal is presented which allows for interfacing single optical photons and superconducting qubits with 

transition frequencies in the microwave regime. The idea is based on using either an atomic ensemble or a solid 

state quantum memory for storing an optical photon via a two-photon transition in a collective spin excitation. When 

this spin excitation is in the microwave regime, then it can be used to couple the excitation to a microwave 

resonator. The cavity, in turn, mediates the interaction of the collective spin state with the microwave qubit 

transition, completing the transfer from optical photon to microwave frequency qubit. 

We analyse the conditions under which this process, and the reversed one, are coherent. The efficiency of different 

methods for transferring the excitation is discussed in relation to the specific realizations of the medium (an atomic 

ensemble, NV-centers, and rare-earth doped crystals) and to the experimental state-of-the-art in circuit QED. 
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